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ABSTRACT
Context. The census of stellar and substellar companions of nearby stars is largely incomplete, in particular toward the low-mass
brown dwarf and long-period exoplanets. It is, however, fundamentally important in the understanding of the stellar and planetary
formation and evolution mechanisms. Nearby stars are particularly favorable targets for high precision astrometry.
Aims. We aim to characterize the presence of physical companions of stellar and substellar mass in orbit around nearby stars.
Methods. Orbiting secondary bodies influence the proper motion of their parent star through their gravitational reflex motion. Using
the Hipparcos and Gaia’s second data release (GDR2) catalogs, we determined the long-term proper motion of the stars common to
these two catalogs. We then searched for a proper motion anomaly (PMa) between the long-term proper motion vector and the GDR2
(or Hipparcos) measurements, indicative of the presence of a perturbing secondary object. We focussed our analysis on the 6741
nearby stars located within 50 pc, and we also present a catalog of the PMa for & 99% of the Hipparcos catalog (≈ 117 000 stars).
Results. 30% of the stars studied present a PMa greater than 3σ. The PMa allows us to detect orbiting companions, or set stringent
limits on their presence. We present a few illustrations of the PMa analysis to interesting targets. We set upper limits of 0.1 − 0.3 MJ
to potential planets orbiting Proxima between 1 and 10 au (Porb = 3 to 100 years). We confirm that Proxima is gravitationally bound to
α Cen. We recover the masses of the known companions of  Eri,  Ind, Ross 614 and β Pic. We also detect the signature of a possible
planet of a few Jovian masses orbiting τCeti.
Conclusions. Based on only 22 months of data, the GDR2 has limitations. But its combination with the Hipparcos catalog results in
very high accuracy PMa vectors, that already enable us to set valuable constraints on the binarity of nearby objects. The detection of
tangential velocity anomalies at a median accuracy of σ(∆vT) = 1.0 m s−1 per parsec of distance is already possible with the GDR2.
This type of analysis opens the possibility to identify long period orbital companions otherwise inaccessible. For long orbital periods,
Gaia’s complementarity to radial velocity and transit techniques (that are more sensitive to short orbital periods) already appears to
be remarkably powerful.
Key words. Astrometry; Proper motions; Binaries: general; Planetary systems; Stars: individual: Proxima, Barnard’s star,  Eri, τ
Cet, Kapteyn’s star, Ross 614, van Maanen’s star, 51 Peg, τ Boo, β Pic.
1. Introduction
In the present work, we examine the proper motion (hereafter
PM) of the nearby stars located within 50 pc from the Sun us-
ing the Hipparcos catalog (van Leeuwen 2007, hereafter ‘Hip2’,
see also Perryman et al. 1997) and Gaia’s second data release
(GDR2; Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b, 2018a). Developing
the approach presented by Kervella et al. (2019) for Galactic
Cepheids and RR Lyrae stars, we took advantage of the long time
baseline of 24.25 years between the Hipparcos and GDR2 posi-
tion measurements to determine the mean long-term PM vectors
of nearby stars with a high accuracy. We then compared this vec-
tor to the individual measurements obtained by Gaia and Hippar-
cos to test for the presence of anomalies that indicate the pres-
ence of an orbiting secondary body. This is the principle em-
ployed by Bessel (1844) to discover the white dwarf compan-
ion of Sirius, and more recently applied to various types of stars
by Wielen et al. (1999), Jorissen et al. (2004), Makarov & Ka-
plan (2005), Frankowski et al. (2007), Makarov et al. (2008),
Brandt (2018) and Brandt et al. (2018). For a single star, the
position of the photocenter coincides with that of the center of
mass. The presence of faint secondary object results in a shift of
the barycenter of the system away from its photocenter (located
close to the star’s position), whose orbital motion induces a "vir-
tual" orbital displacement of the photocenter around the center
of mass. We measured this offset as a "proper motion anomaly"
(PMa), that is, a difference between the long-term PM vector and
the "instantaneous" PM vector from the Hip2 or GDR2 catalogs.
As the PMa depends simultaneously on the mass and orbital ra-
dius of the secondary object, it offers the possibility of setting
limits on the possible combinations of these two parameters.
In Sect. 2 we present the different sources of observational
data and models that we used for our analysis (e.g., astrome-
try, radial velocity). Section 3 is dedicated to a description of
the computation of the PMa quantity for the stars of our sample,
and the sensitivity of this indicator to the presence of close-in
orbiting companions. We also discuss the case of resolved bina-
ries with stellar mass companions. Section 4 is dedicated to an
overview of the statistical properties of the examined stars and of
their companions, and we discuss in Sect. 5 a selected sample of
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interesting individual objects (Proxima,  Eri, τ Cet, and β Pic).
Additional individual objects are discussed in Appendix A.
2. Observational data
For the collection of most of the data used in the present work,
we made extensive use of the astroquery set of tools (Ginsburg
et al. 2017) distributed as part of the Astropy library (Astropy
Collaboration et al. 2018) to access the ViZieR online database
(Ochsenbein et al. 2000) at the CDS. For simplicity, we note µα
the PM along the right ascension axis µα cos(δ).
2.1. Selected sample
We extracted from the GDR2 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al.
2018a) the objects that are located within 50 pc from the Sun
($ > 20 mas). As our goal is to compare the measurements from
the Hipparcos and Gaia missions, we set a maximum G band
magnitude of 13, in order to cover the full range of the Hippar-
cos catalog, resulting in a list of 17518 GDR2 sources. For these
nearby targets, we preferred to start from the Gaia DR2 cata-
log rather than from the Hipparcos catalog, to take advantage
of its exhaustivity and evaluate the completeness of our sample.
The sample that we analyzed is incomplete, due both to the sat-
uration limit of Gaia that excludes the brightest stars and to the
limiting magnitude of the Hipparcos catalog. Most of the bright
binaries with separations between 0.1 and 1′′ are also excluded,
as their astrometric parameters are generally not provided in the
GDR2 catalog. For instance, α Centauri AB, Sirius A, Procyon
A, and most of the brightest stars are absent from our selection,
although they are present in the Hipparcos catalog. A discussion
of the completeness of our nearby star sample is presented in
Sect. 4.1. A total of 6741 stars within 50 pc are present in both
the Hipparcos and GDR2 catalogs, and the analysis of their PMa
properties is the focus of the present paper.
For completeness, we also determined the PMa of the stars
located beyond 50 pc of the Hipparcos catalog by van Leeuwen
(2007) (Hip2). For the cross identification of these more distant
stars, we started from the catalog of 115 562 matches by Brandt
(2018), that we completed with a small number of cross iden-
tifications based on the position and brightness. Our final cata-
log comprises 117 206 records, out of the 117 955 objects listed
in the Hip2 catalog (99.4%). We provide the Hipparcos-GDR2
mean PM vectors µHG for 117 189 objects, as well as the Hippar-
cos and GDR2 PMa for 117 068 (99.9%) and 115 959 (98.9%)
objects, respectively. We note that the identification is uncer-
tain in some cases, particularly for close visual binaries (within
≈ 0.4′′). The stars present in the double and multiple star an-
nex (DMSA) of the original Hipparcos catalog (ESA 1997) are
identified as such in our catalog.
2.2. Astrometry
2.2.1. Hipparcos astrometry
The position, PM, and parallax data of our sample are taken from
Hip2 (van Leeuwen 2007) and the GDR2 (Gaia Collaboration
et al. 2018a) catalogs. We checked that the results of our com-
putations do not depend significantly on the chosen version of
the Hipparcos reduction. We computed the PMa of a representa-
tive set of objects using the original Hipparcos catalog positions
(Perryman et al. 1997; ESA 1997) (Hip1) and we did not notice
any significant difference in the results.
To determine the proper motion accelerations of the Hippar-
cos catalog stars, Brandt (2018) recently adopted a linear com-
bination of the Hip1 and Hip2 reductions of the Hipparcos data
to estimate the star positions. This original approach is intended
to mitigate the systematics associated with each of the catalogs
considered individually. However, to ensure an easier traceabil-
ity of our processing results, we preferred to rely only on the
Hip2 catalog for the present analysis.
2.2.2. Basic Gaia DR2 corrections
The zero point of the parallax $ of the GDR2 has been cor-
rected by adding a constant +29 µas to the catalog value. This
global offset correction was derived by Lindegren et al. (2018)
and Arenou et al. (2018) (see also Sahlholdt & Silva Aguirre
2018) from QSOs fainter than G = 17. The amplitude of this
systematic correction may be different for bright objects, but the
present analysis does not rely on a high accuracy of the parallax.
We corrected the GDR2 PM vectors for the rotation of the
Gaia reference frame (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018b) using the
following expressions from Lindegren et al. (2018):
µα,corr = µα + wx sin(δ) cos(α) + wy sin(δ) sin(α) − wz cos(δ) (1)
µδ,corr = µδ − wx sin(α) + wy cos(α), (2)
where the rotation parameters are wx = −0.086 ± 0.025 mas a−1,
wy = −0.114 ± 0.025 mas a−1 and wz = −0.037 ± 0.025 mas a−1.
As determined by Lindegren et al. (2018), the systematic uncer-
tainty on the GDR2 PM vectors is σsys = 32 µas a−1 for bright
stars (G < 13) and 66 µas a−1 for fainter stars. We quadratically
added this uncertainty to the GDR2 catalog error bars on both
the α and δ axes.
As a complement, we retrieved the record of the stars present
in the Gaia DR1 catalog (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2016b,a; Are-
nou et al. 2017), that are discussed for specific cases in Sect. 5.
For Proxima and Barnard’s star, we also considered the PM and
parallax measurements from the Hubble Space Telescope’s fine
guidance sensor (FGS) reported by Benedict et al. (1999), whose
mean measurement epochs were derived using the observing log
listed by Benedict et al. (1998). They are discussed respectively
in Sects. 5.2 and A.2.
2.2.3. Renormalized unit weight noise
To check for the peculiar behavior of a given object of the GDR2
catalog compared to the objects of similar brightness and color,
we adopted the formalism of the renormalized unit weight error
(RUWE, hereafter noted %) introduced by Lindegren. It is based
on the combination of the astrometric χ2, the number of good
observations N, the G magnitude and the color index C = GBP −
GRP through:
% =
√
χ2/(N − 5)
u0(G,C)
. (3)
The values of the empirical function u0(G,C) are available on
ESA’s Gaia website1. In absence of color index C, a single di-
mensional u0(G) is also available. Lindegren proposes a limit of
% < 1.4 below which a record can be considered "well behaved"
in the GDR2 catalog. Most of the stars in our sample satisfy this
criterion, however, due to the general difficulty of the observa-
tion of bright objects with Gaia, the derived companion masses
1 https://www.cosmos.esa.int/web/gaia/
dr2-known-issues
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using the astrometric excess noise i (see Sect. 3.8) are unreliable
for the stars near the Gaia saturation limit (G ≈ 3) as, for exam-
ple, β Pic (Sect. 5.5). In some rare cases, for example, Ross 614
(see Sect. A.7), the RUWE is high (% = 11.9) due to the presence
of a massive stellar companion (Ross 614 B) located very close
to the target and contributing to its astrometric position measure-
ment error. For such an object, the measured astrometric excess
noise i is due to the unresolved stellar companion contribution
in flux and color.
2.3. Radial velocity
Although the determination of the PMa relies on the comparison
of the tangential PM vectors at two epochs, the radial velocity
(RV) must be taken into account for nearby targets to extrapolate
the GDR2 parallax to the Hipparcos epoch (Sect. 3.2), and also
to account for the changing geometrical projection of the space
velocity vector with time. For the RV of the stars of our sample,
we considered the following, in order of decreasing priority:
1. Nidever et al. (2002) (RV for 889 late-type stars),
2. Soubiran et al. (2018) (GDR2 catalog of RV standards),
3. Holmberg et al. (2007) (Geneva-Copenhagen survey),
4. Gaia Collaboration et al. (2018a) (GDR2 RVS measure-
ments; see also Cropper et al. 2018; Katz et al. 2018),
5. Anderson & Francis (2012) (XHIP catalog).
These catalogs provide respectively 9%, 28%, 24%, 27%, and
9% of the RVs of the 6741 stars located within 50 pc. For our full
Hipparcos sample of 117 206 records, the corresponding frac-
tions are 0.7%, 3.4%, 8.7%, 54.5% and 12.7%. There is no RV
for 20.2% of the full sample, as well as for 3% of the nearby
star sample (174 stars). In this case, the value of the RV is set to
zero in the computations with an uncertainty of ±50 km s−1. The
radial velocities of white dwarfs (hereafter WD) are notoriously
difficult to measure and they are unavailable for a significant part
of our small WD sample. The impact of RV projection effects on
the determined PMa is usually negligible for targets located at
distances & 5 pc, but for closer targets with no RV measurement,
the determined PMa should be considered provisional. If not al-
ready corrected for in the searched catalogs, we corrected the
RVs for the differential gravitational redshift of each star with
respect to the solar value (+633 m s−1) using the following stel-
lar mass and radius estimates:
– The (K,V−K) surface brightness-color relations by Kervella
et al. (2004) for the radius, and the isochrones by Girardi
et al. (2000) for the masses of stars with MK 6 4.5.
– The mass and radius relations calibrated by Mann et al.
(2015) based on the absolute K band magnitude for K and
M dwarfs (4.5 < MK 6 10).
– The WD physical parameters were taken from the catalog by
Holberg et al. (2016). When not available for a given star, the
(K,V−K) surface brightness-color relation by Kervella et al.
(2004) was employed to estimate the radius, and a fixed mass
of 0.6 ± 0.2 M was assumed (from the mass distribution by
Finley et al. 1997; see also Giammichele et al. 2012).
The gravitational redshift correction usually has a negligible ef-
fect on the determined PMa, except for the nearest WDs. The
convective blueshift (see e.g., Chiavassa et al. 2018a) has not
been corrected. It adds an uncertainty on the order of 300 m s−1,
that was taken into account in the computation but that has a fully
negligible effect on the resulting PMa uncertainty. The transverse
relativistic redshift is negligible in all cases.
For Proxima (GJ 551), we adopt the absolute barycentric RV
of vr = −22 204±32 m s−1 determined by Kervella et al. (2017) at
a mean measurement epoch of J2012.554. For the WD Wolf 28,
we adopt the RV of vr = 15 ± 20 km s−1 determined by Aannes-
tad et al. (1993). For Proxima, Barnard’s star (GJ 699) and
Kapteyn’s star (GJ 191), we took into account secular accelera-
tions of +0.45 m s−1 a−1 (Endl & Kürster 2008), +4.50 m s−1 a−1
(Kürster et al. 2003) and -0.18 m s−1 a−1 (Anglada-Escudé et al.
2014), respectively. At the current accuracy of the Gaia measure-
ments, these corrections have no effective impact on the PMa of
any star of our sample.
2.4. Additional data
We completed the information on each target with the mK magni-
tude from the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al. 2006), the visible
mV magnitude from the NOMAD catalog (Zacharias et al. 2004)
as well as the information on known binary and multiple systems
present in the WDS catalog (Mason et al. 2001). The interstellar
reddening was neglected for all stars within 50 pc. For the more
distant objects in our extended catalog, we adopted the color ex-
cess E(B − V) predicted by the Stilism2 three-dimensional (3D)
model of the local interstellar medium (Lallement et al. 2014;
Capitanio et al. 2017).
3. Proper motion anomaly
3.1. Definition
For an isolated single star with no intrinsic morphological
change (from, e.g., spots, or convection, see Chiavassa et al.
2011; Morris et al. 2018; Chiavassa et al. 2018b), the motion of
its photocenter is rectilinear and uniform, and the PM vector is
therefore constant in direction and norm. For a binary system, the
presence of the secondary mass will shift the barycenter (center
of mass) away from the primary star. Due to the photometric con-
tribution from the secondary, the photocenter of the system will
also be displaced. For an unresolved, ideal system of two per-
fectly identical stars (in masses and luminosities), the positions
of the barycenter and of the photocenter remain identical, and no
time-dependent variation of the µ vectors are detectable. How-
ever, in the general case, the ratio p = L2/L1 of the luminosity
of a low mass companion to that of its parent star is considerably
smaller than the ratio of their masses q = m2/m1. This results in
a shift of the center of mass relatively to the photocenter. As both
stars revolve around their center of mass, the photocenter (that
is close to the geometrical center of the primary when q  1)
follows a "virtual" orbit around the barycenter.
As shown in Fig. 1, the PM vector of the photocenter of a
binary system will vary with time, and thus differ from the PM
vector of the barycenter that remains constant for an isolated sys-
tem. In the following analysis, we define the PMa vector ∆µH/G2
as the result of the subtraction of the long-term PM vector µHG
from the PM vectors of the two catalogs:
∆µH/G2 = µH/G2 − µHG, (4)
with µH/G2 the PM vectors from the Hip2 or GDR2 catalogs
and µHG the mean PM vector determined from the difference
in astrometric position (α, δ,$) between the two catalogs, ex-
pressed at the corresponding comparison epoch. The "instanta-
neous" µHip/G2 PM vectors contain the sum of the barycenter ve-
locity and the "virtual orbital" velocity of the photocenter. The
2 https://stilism.obspm.fr
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Fig. 1. Principle of the proper motion anomaly ∆µH/G2 determination.
We assume in the figure that the secondary object B has a negligible
photometric contribution, and that the photocenter of the system is at
the position of star A.
differential PMa vector ∆µ thus corresponds to the projected ve-
locity vector of the photocenter around the barycenter at the Hip-
parcos or GDR2 epochs.
3.2. Light travel time
Due to the radial velocity of the targets, the difference in distance
between the Hip2 and GDR2 epochs results in a different light
propagation time. The amplitude of this effect (equivalent in its
principle to the classical aberration of light) can be consider-
able. For example, for the very fast moving Kapteyn’s star (vr ≈
+245 km s−1) whose geometric distance to the Sun increased by
1200 au between the Hipparcos and GDR2 epochs. This corre-
sponds to an additional light propagation time of 7.2 days for the
GDR2 epoch, and a considerable tangential shift on the sky of
171 mas. To compare the absolute PM vectors µHG and µG2 of
the star, we must either correct both vectors for the light travel
time effect, or correct neither of them and work in the "aberrated"
referential. As the GDR2 pipeline does not correct for the light
travel time effect in the computation of the astrometric solution,
we choose not to correct the mean µHG vector to be in the same
"aberrated" referential as the GDR2 PMs.
As the radial velocity is unaffected by the light travel time
effect, we took into account the differential light travel time cor-
rection to extrapolate the stellar parallaxes from the GDR2 epoch
to the Hipparcos epoch (Sect. 3.3). The magnitude of this correc-
tion is negligible for all but the nearest stars.
3.3. Long-term proper motion
The projection of the 3D space velocity vector of a star on the
tangential plane (orthogonal to the line of sight) varies with
time due to the change in geometrical perspective induced by its
space motion. As a consequence, for the nearest targets (Prox-
ima, Barnard’s star...) a three-dimensional (3D) computation is
mandatory to properly determine the long term PM vector µHG in
spherical (µα, µδ) coordinates at a given epoch, that is the quan-
tity reported in the Hipparcos and GDR2 catalogs. The overall
principle we adopted is to determine the 3D space velocity of the
star in the cartesian coordinate system. In this frame, this veloc-
ity is constant for an isolated star. We subsequently projected this
vector at the spherical International Celestial Reference System
(ICRS) coordinates of the star at the relevant epochs to be com-
pared with the catalog values. In practice, we first transformed
the ICRS equatorial six-dimensional (6D) position-velocity vec-
tor of the target (α, δ,$, µα, µδ, vrad) into Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z, vx, vy, vz). This allowed us to take into account the corre-
lations between the RV and the transverse PM components in-
duced by the perspective effects. For the stars located beyond
50 pc, we used a simplified two-dimensional (2D) computation
of the PM vector µHG in the spherical ICRS frame, as the ge-
ometrical RV projection effect is negligible. For the astromet-
ric transformations between coordinate systems, we used exten-
sively the tools available in the Astropy3 library version 3.0
(Astropy Collaboration et al. 2018), and the uncertainties were
propagated using a Monte Carlo (MC) approach.
The GDR2 parallaxes typically have one order of magni-
tude higher accuracy than that of Hip2 (except for some very
bright stars). To achieve better accuracy on the parallax at the
Hipparcos epoch, we affected to the Hipparcos 6D vector the
GDR2 $G2 parallax, extrapolated to the J1991.25 epoch using
the GDR2 space velocity vector. The long-term PM vector µHG
is a differential quantity in the tangential plane, this extrapola-
tion along the distance axis has thus a negligible influence on its
value, even for the nearest stars. This operation is however useful
to obtain more accurate estimates of the uncertainties on the µHG
vector through a better accounting of the geometric correlations.
This extrapolation in time is also justified as we do not aim to
detect a change of velocity along the radial axis from the astro-
metric data, but only in the tangential plane. In this computation,
we took into account the light travel time effect for the extrapo-
lation of the GDR2 parallax to the Hipparcos epoch (Sect. 3.2).
From this procedure, we obtain the long term Hipparcos-Gaia
PM vector expressed in cartesian coordinates (vx, vy, vz)HG.
3.4. Proper motion anomaly computation
From the determined long-term PM vector in cartesian coor-
dinates and the individual velocity vectors (vx, vy, vz)Hip/G2, we
computed the tangential velocity anomaly vectors at the Hippar-
cos and GDR2 epochs ∆(vx, vy, vz)Hip/G2 through:
∆(vx, vy, vz)Hip/G2 = (vx, vy, vz)Hip/G2 − (vx, vy, vz)HG. (5)
This differential vector was finally transformed back into spheri-
cal ICRS angular coordinates to obtain the tangential ∆µHip/G2
PMa vector at the Hipparcos and GDR2 epochs (and option-
ally at the Gaia DR1 or HST-FGS epochs, when available). This
quantity is the final product of the processing chain, together
with the corresponding linear tangential velocity.
We uniformly applied this process to our full sample. The
PMa vectors of the nearest stars of our sample are listed in
Table 1, and the results for the stars up to 50 pc are available
electronically from the CDS. We provide in Table 1 the long
term proper motion vector µHG for the Hipparcos and Gaia DR2
epochs separately. Although the 3D space velocity vector is con-
stant in space, its tangential projection changes for such very
nearby stars as a function of time, due to the changing geometri-
cal perspective. This effect is, in practice, negligible for the stars
located farther than a few tens of parsecs.
3 http://www.astropy.org
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3.5. Companion mass
The velocity v1 of a star orbiting on a circular orbit of radius r
around the center of mass of a binary system is:
v1 =
√
Gm22
(m1 + m2) r
(6)
with m1 and m2 the masses of the two components. When m2 
m1, and for an orbital plane perpendicular to the line of sight, we
have the simpler expression:
m2√
r
=
√
m1
G
v1 =
√
m1
G
(
∆µ[mas a−1]
$[mas]
× 4740.470
)
(7)
where ∆µ is the PMa, identified to the tangential orbital velocity
of the primary star and $ its parallax. The constant multiplica-
tive term in brackets in Eq. 7 is intended to transform the ratio of
the ∆µ and $ quantities in their usual units (indicated in brack-
ets) into a velocity expressed in m s−1. From a single ∆µ mea-
surement and an estimation of the mass m1 of the primary, it is
therefore possible to derive an estimate of the mass m2 of a com-
panion normalized to the square root of the orbital radius
√
r. We
adopted the notation m†2 = m2/
√
r in the rest of the present paper
to refer to the normalized companion mass, with a physical unit
of MJ au−1/2 except otherwise noted. We estimate the mass m1
of our target stars using the approach described in Sect. 2.3.
3.6. Statistical and systematic corrections
3.6.1. Effect of orbital inclination
The measured PMa concerns only the two tangential compo-
nents of the orbital velocity of the primary. We thus obtain from
Eq. 7 a lower limit for the true normalized mass m†2 of the com-
panion. The inclination of a randomly oriented orbit in space
is i = 60+21−27 deg. From statistical and geometrical considera-
tions, the norm of the measured 2D PM vector corresponds to
η = 87+12−32% of the norm of the 3D orbital PM vector. We deter-
mined this factor from a MC simulation of the projection of the
orbital velocity vector, including the effect of the orbital phase,
eccentricity and inclination. The distributions of these param-
eters were considered uniform in the simulation. Tokovinin &
Kiyaeva (2016) show that the eccentricity distribution of long
period binaries peaks around e ≈ 0.5, and this maximum in-
creases to e ≈ 0.6 for extremely long periods. We checked that
adopting these distributions has no significant impact on the η
factor. We multiplied the observed ∆µ by η−1 to estimate the de-
projected distribution of the companion mass m†2 (propagating
the associated uncertainties).
3.6.2. Observing window smearing
The PM measurements listed in the Hip2 and GDR2 catalogs
are not instantaneously measured quantities. They result from
the adjustment of a set of transit observations obtained over a
period of δtH = 1227 d (Perryman et al. 1997) and δtG2 = 668 d
(Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018a), respectively. The PMa ∆µ is
therefore a time average of the intrinsic velocity vector of the
star over the observing period δt. As a consequence, if the or-
bital period of the system is significantly shorter than δt, then
the PMa will be decreased by the temporal smearing of the sig-
nal. If the orbital period is exactly δt, no ∆µ will be detectable
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Fig. 2. Relative sensitivity variation γ of the PMa to orbiting compan-
ions, due to the observing window smearing effect. The γ parameter
is represented as a function of the orbital period P normalized to the
observing window δt (e.g., δtG2 = 668 days for GDR2).
(for a uniform distribution of the transits over the observing pe-
riod). The differential astrometric signal (∆µ) will be decreased
by the following factor γ:
γ =
1
δt |∆µ(0)|
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∫ δt
0
∆µ(t) dt
∣∣∣∣∣∣ (8)
with µα,δ the RA and Dec components of the differential PMa.
For a circular face-on orbit, we can represent the PM vector as
∆µα,δ(t) = K
[
sin
(
2pit
P
)
, cos
(
2pit
P
)]
(9)
where P is the orbital period and K is the amplitude of the astro-
metric wobble. We can thus write the γ components in α and δ:
γα,δ =
1
δt
[∫ δt
0
sin
(
2pit
P
)
dt,
∫ δt
0
cos
(
2pit
P
)
dt
]
(10)
γα,δ =
P
2piδt
[(
1 − cos 2piδt
P
)
,
(
sin
2piδt
P
)]
(11)
The global γ factor on the norm of the PMa is thus:
γ(P, δt) =
P√
2piδt
√
1 − cos 2piδt
P
, (12)
that we can rewrite using the normalized period P¯ = P/δt:
γ(P¯) =
P¯√
2pi
√
1 − cos 2pi
P¯
. (13)
For P  δt, we verify that γ = 1, and for P = δt, γ = 0. The
shape of the γ function is presented in Fig. 2. The orbital radius
rG2 corresponding to the observing period δtG2 of GDR2 is listed
in Table 2, together with the companion mass sensitivity m2 nor-
malized at 1 au. To take into account the change in sensitivity
induced by the observing window smearing, we normalize in the
following analysis the achieved companion sensitivity from the
PMa by multiplying it by γ−1.
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Fig. 3. Multiplicative efficiency ζ of the PMa estimation. It is rep-
resented as a function of the orbital period P normalized to the ob-
serving time base between the Hip and GDR2 measurements δtHG =
24.25 years).
3.6.3. Efficiency as a function of orbital period
The computation process of the PMa involves the subtraction
of the long-term µHG PM vector from the short-term PM vector
measured at the Hip2 (µHip) or GDR2 (µG2) epochs (Sect. 3.4).
These two epochs are separated by 24.25 years. If the orbital pe-
riod of a binary system is significantly longer than this time base,
this subtraction biases the PMa vector, as part of the orbital ve-
locity is subtracted with the long-term PM vector µHG. This leads
to a bias in the estimation of the companion mass-radius do-
main. This bias is difficult to determine analytically, due to the
intermixing of the geometrical (e.g., orientation in space, or ec-
centricity) and temporal (orbital period) parameters. We there-
fore adopted a numerical MC approach to determine the mul-
tiplicative bias that affects the PMa estimation. We considered
a large number of orbits, with uniformly distributed geometri-
cal parameters, for a broad range of orbital periods between 0.1
and 500 times the Hip-GDR2 time base (that is, between 2.5 and
12 000 years). We then simulated the observational determina-
tion of the PMa, and estimated the ratio ζ of the measured PMa
vector to the true orbital value:
ζ
(
P
δtHG
)
=
∣∣∣∣∣µG2 − µHGµorb
∣∣∣∣∣ . (14)
The ζ function is represented in Fig. 3. Its behavior for P/δtHG >
4 is very close to ζ = 3δtHG/P (solid red line in Fig. 3). The lim-
its of its 68% confidence interval in this limit case (dashed red
lines in Fig. 3) are 0.6× and 2.0× its median value. We note that
ζ is slightly larger than unity for orbital periods of approximately
one to three times the δtHG time base, that is, orbital periods of
25 to 75 years. The efficiency ζ is precisely unity for P = δtHG.
In the following, we multiplied the companion mass-radius sen-
sitivity curve using the numerical ζ−1 function.
3.7. Normalized companion mass sensitivity curve
The secondary body mass m2(r) is a function of the detected
linear tangential PMa |∆µG2| and of the linear orbital radius r
through:
m2(r) =
√
r
γ [P(r)/δt]
√
m1
G
∆vT,G2
η ζ
(15)
where P(r) is the period corresponding to the orbital radius r (for
m2  m1):
P(r) =
√
4pi2r3
Gm1
(16)
and ∆vT,G2 is the norm of the tangential PMa vector converted
to linear velocity using the GDR2 parallax. The parameters m1
and ∆vT,G2 are listed for each star in Table 2. This allows us to
compute the possible (m2, r) combinations corresponding to a
given observed tangential velocity anomaly.
The normalized mass m†2 is proportional to the square root
of the primary star mass
√
m1 and to the tangential velocity
anomaly ∆vT. The sensitivity of the detectable normalized mass
thus decreases as the primary mass increases (as a function of√
m1) and decreases linearly with the increasing distance. The
accuracy of ∆vT is in principle set jointly by the PM accuracy
and the parallax. But as this is a differential quantity, the paral-
lax uncertainty has, in practice, a negligible influence on its error
bar for nearby stars.
The median accuracy of the norm of the PMa vector ∆µG2 =
µG2 − µHG of the ≈ 6700 tested stars within 50 pc is σ(µ) =
234 µas a−1 (209 µas a−1 for the full Hip2 sample) and the corre-
sponding median ∆vT accuracy is therefore σ(∆vT) = 1.11 m s−1
per parsec of distance (0.99 m s−1 pc−1 for all stars). The me-
dian accuracy of the µHG long-term proper motion is σ(µHG) =
38 µas a−1 (48 µas a−1 for all stars), and its contribution to the
uncertainty on the PMa is therefore negligible compared to the
GDR2 uncertainty. For a nearby solar mass star, the achieved
PMa accuracy of 234 µas a−1 corresponds to a theoretical sensi-
tivity on the detection of companions of
σ
(
m†2
)
= 0.039 MJ au−1/2 pc−1 = 13 M⊕ au−1/2 pc−1. (17)
It is however not the practical sensitivity that can be achieved
with the PMa technique for all orbital radii, due to the smearing
by the observing window δt (Fig. 2) and the degraded efficiency
for very long orbital periods (Fig. 3). Considering the δtG2 =
668 d observing window of Gaia, the effective GDR2 sensitiv-
ity is limited for a solar twin to approximately 0.050 MJ pc−1 =
16 M⊕ pc−1 at an orbital radius of 3 au (Porb = 5.2 years).
3.8. Companions from astrometric excess noise
For orbital periods shorter than δt, the astrometric wobble of the
star around the center of mass will appear as a noise on the astro-
metric solution of the star. The "excess noise" quantity provided
in the GDR2 catalog (epsi, here noted ‘i’) corresponds to the
extra noise that must be added to the Gaia individual observa-
tions to reach a reduced χ2 of 1 in the astrometric fit (Lindegren
et al. 2018). Bright objects are subject to a number of possible
biases induced in particular by saturation, which may make the
astrometric excess noise i parameter unreliable. We considered
the RUWE (Sect. 2.2.3) as an indicator of the reliability of a
given GDR2 record (among others provided in the catalog). As
epsi is sensitive to any deviation from the "pure" parallactic
and linear PM trajectory of a source, it is related to the value
of a1, and thus m2 r/m1. Assuming that no specific instrumental
bias is present, this quantity is thus an indicator for the mass of
the companion m2 multiplied by its orbital radius r. It is thus a
tracer for the presence of short period orbiting companions (as
noticed, e.g., by Groenewegen 2018). For a face-on circular or-
bit, we have the simple relation:
m2(r) =
√
2 i
$ r
m1. (18)
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Table 2. Physical properties of the stars tested for the presence of a PMa. The stars are listed in order of decreasing parallax, and the names of the
stars discussed in Sect. 5 are emphasized using bold characters. ∆vT,G2 is the norm of the tangential velocity anomaly, θG2 is the position angle of
the observed PMa vector, and m2 is the mass of a companion explaining the PMa, normalized at an orbiting radius of r = 1 au. ∆G2 is the S/N of
the PMa, ∆ represents the detection level (◦ for 2 < ∆G2 < 3, • for 3 < ∆G2 < 5 and ? for ∆G2 > 5). rG2 is the radius of a circular orbit whose
period is equal to δtG2 = 668 days. The stars present in the Washington Double Star catalog (Mason et al. 2001) are marked with a  symbol in the
‘Bin.’ column, and those present in the Double and Multiple Star Annex (DMSA) of the original Hipparcos catalog (ESA 1997) are marked with
a ‡ symbol. The full table is available from the CDS.
Name Spectral m1 R ∆vT,G2 θG2 ∆G2 ∆ rG2 m2 Bin.
Type (M) (R) (m s−1) (deg) (au) (MJ au−1/2)
Proxima M5.5Ve 0.122 0.003 0.154 0.005 2.7 1.5 3024 1.8 0.74 0.040 +0.020−0.020 
Barnard star M4V 0.160 0.003 0.194 0.006 13.5 6.9 30120 2.0 0.81 0.220 +0.110−0.100
Ross 154 M3.5Ve 0.179 0.004 0.210 0.006 3.8 2.8 32527 1.4 0.84 0.060 +0.050−0.040 
eps Eri K2V 0.847 0.042 0.702 0.035 5.7 13.1 32148 0.4 1.42 0.210 +0.430−0.420 
HD 217987 M2V 0.473 0.036 0.462 0.034 2.9 2.0 8032 1.4 1.17 0.080 +0.050−0.050
Ross 128 M4V 0.178 0.004 0.210 0.006 7.3 3.2 11917 2.3 ◦ 0.84 0.120 +0.060−0.050
61 Cyg B K7V 0.657 0.057 0.644 0.067 89.9 2.6 3301 34.0 ? 1.30 2.950 +0.830−0.340 
61 Cyg A K5V 0.708 0.053 0.702 0.068 82.1 7.8 1524 10.5 ? 1.33 2.790 +0.820−0.380 
HD 173739 M3V 0.340 0.007 0.347 0.010 50.8 5.5 1884 9.2 ? 1.04 1.200 +0.350−0.170 ‡
HD 173740 M3.5V 0.261 0.006 0.281 0.008 64.2 9.4 115 6.8 ? 0.95 1.330 +0.410−0.220 ‡
GJ 15 A M2V 0.409 0.008 0.406 0.012 23.5 1.7 673 14.0 ? 1.11 0.610 +0.170−0.070 
tau Cet G8V 0.900 0.045 0.751 0.038 131.9 28.2 2757 4.7 • 1.44 5.060 +1.700−1.090 
eps Ind K5V 0.778 0.039 0.707 0.035 44.0 10.5 5610 4.2 • 1.38 1.570 +0.550−0.370 
YZ Cet M4.0Ve 0.135 0.003 0.169 0.005 9.1 6.2 8828 1.5 0.77 0.140 +0.090−0.080
HIP 24186 M1VIp 0.286 0.006 0.302 0.009 3.2 1.9 14522 1.7 0.98 0.070 +0.040−0.040
AX Mic M1V 0.609 0.042 0.592 0.046 9.8 2.9 5812 3.4 • 1.27 0.310 +0.120−0.090
Ross 614 M4.5V 0.242 0.005 0.265 0.008 2573.2 46.7 1691 55.1 ? 0.93 51.170 +14.270−5.420 
BD-12 4523 M3V 0.310 0.007 0.322 0.010 4.1 3.8 9234 1.1 1.01 0.090 +0.080−0.070 
Wolf 28 DZ7.5 0.680 0.020 0.011 0.000 11.0 4.8 16015 2.3 ◦ 1.31 0.370 +0.170−0.150
HD 225213 M2V 0.397 0.008 0.396 0.012 4.1 4.4 17722 0.9 1.10 0.100 +0.100−0.100
CD-46 11540 M3V 0.360 0.007 0.365 0.011 3.3 3.3 35128 1.0 1.06 0.080 +0.070−0.070
BD+68 946 M3.0V 0.410 0.008 0.407 0.012 8.9 2.9 3513 3.1 • 1.11 0.230 +0.090−0.070 
LAWD 37 DQ 0.610 0.010 0.015 0.000 14.1 2.8 3068 5.0 • 1.27 0.440 +0.150−0.090
BD-15 6290 M3.5V 0.346 0.007 0.352 0.011 4.0 4.2 15234 0.9 1.05 0.090 +0.090−0.090
HD 88230 K6VeFe-1 0.709 0.049 0.703 0.062 4.6 2.3 515 2.0 ◦ 1.33 0.160 +0.080−0.070 
HD 204961 M2/3V 0.449 0.009 0.441 0.013 12.5 2.9 15310 4.2 • 1.15 0.340 +0.120−0.080
CD-44 11909 M3.5 0.281 0.006 0.298 0.009 8.8 6.5 24629 1.4 0.98 0.190 +0.130−0.120 
omi02 Eri K0V 0.900 0.045 0.788 0.039 8.5 14.9 4543 0.6 1.44 0.330 +0.510−0.500 
EV Lac M4.0V 0.328 0.007 0.337 0.010 1.9 3.2 23542 0.6 1.03 0.050 +0.070−0.060 
G 254-29 M4.0Ve 0.250 0.006 0.272 0.008 2.3 4.1 27247 0.6 0.94 0.050 +0.070−0.070
HD 42581 M1V 0.563 0.042 0.547 0.044 112.7 5.7 1732 19.7 ? 1.24 3.420 +0.970−0.400 
e Eri G6V 0.980 0.049 0.838 0.042 111.0 24.7 3438 4.5 • 1.49 4.440 +1.510−0.980
TW PsA K4Ve 0.757 0.038 0.743 0.037 18.7 6.4 28213 2.9 ◦ 1.36 0.660 +0.270−0.210
HD 103095 K1V-Fe-1.5 0.703 0.013 0.696 0.021 1.0 5.0 10748 0.2 • 1.33 0.030 +0.150−0.150
51 Peg G2IV 1.158 0.058 1.183 0.059 64.7 21.5 34911 3.0 • 1.57 2.820 +1.130−0.870 
tau Boo F6IV+M2 1.400 0.070 1.307 0.065 778.9 71.6 504 10.9 ? 1.67 37.260 +10.820−4.970 
bet Pic A6V 1.700 0.085 1.459 0.073 248.5 97.9 24117 2.5 • 1.78 13.100 +5.790−4.700
The factor
√
2 in this expression is due to the fact that i is a stan-
dard deviation (expressed in mas) while the companion mass is
linked to half of the peak-to-peak amplitude. Contrary to the PM
anomaly, the sensitivity of the i parameter to companion mass
decreases for long periods (P > δt), as only a fraction of the orbit
is covered during the observations, thus reducing the astrometric
signature. In principle, it is therefore a complementary indica-
tor to the PMa. The sensitivity also decreases for the very short
periods due to the minimal astrometric wobble.
3.9. Resolved binary stars
Resolved binary stars exhibit orbital velocity vectors with pre-
cisely opposite directions (θB = θA ± 180◦). For well character-
ized resolved binary stars, it is possible to compute the PM of
their center of mass, using an a priori estimate of the masses of
the two stars (see, e.g., Kervella et al. 2016b for α Cen AB). We
repeated this computation for both the Hipparcos and GDR2 cat-
alog positions, and usef the two derived positions to determine
the barycenter PM vector µHG,AB. In this approach, we adopted
model values of the masses of the two stars to determine the
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Fig. 4. 2D histogram of the distances d as a function of the primary
mass m1. The excluded domains from the sensitivity limit of Hipparcos
and the saturation limit of Gaia (G ≈ 3) are shown as hatched areas,
considering the mass-luminosity relation of main sequence stars from
Pecaut & Mamajek (2013).
position of their center of mass. This is however not needed if
radial velocities are available for the two stars at two different
epochs. In this case, it is possible to determine the mass ratio
from the ratio of the orbital velocities (see, e.g., Kervella et al.
2016a). The uncertainties on the masses of the two stars must
be taken into account, and degrade the accuracy of the estimated
barycenter position. The subtraction of µHG,AB from the catalog
PM vectors of each star then provides their individual tangential
orbital velocity vectors. Sample applications of the PMa analysis
to the nearby binaries 61 Cyg, GJ 725 and GJ 338 are presented
in Sect. 5.1 and A.1.
4. Overview of results
4.1. Star sample and binarity fraction
The median mass of the 6741 nearby stars of our 50 pc PMa
sample is m¯1 = 0.90+0.40−0.25 M, and their median radius is R¯1 =
0.91+0.65−0.26 R. The coincidence of these two numerical values ex-
pressed in solar units is expected from the linearity of the mass-
radius relation for low mass main sequence stars (see e.g., De-
mory et al. 2009). The completeness of our nearby star sample
is limited both by the photometric sensitivity limit of Hipparcos
(V = 12.4), that sets a maximum distance to the observed stars
of a given spectral type, and the saturation limit of Gaia (G = 3)
that prevents the observation of the nearest bright stars. In Fig. 4
we show the 2D histogram of the (m1, d) combinations of our
sample.
Figure 5 shows the mass distribution of the stars that are
present in Hip2+GDR2 or only in the GDR2 (with a limit in
brightness of G < 13), and the resulting completeness level of
our sample as a function of the stellar mass. As expected, a se-
vere limitation in terms of completeness comes from the limit-
ing magnitude of Hipparcos, that cuts the majority of the mid-K
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Fig. 5. Left panel: Histogram of the masses of the stars of our 50 pc
sample that are present in the Hipparcos and GDR2 catalogs (dark blue
histogram) and that are present in the GDR2 (with G < 13) but absent
from Hip2 (light blue histogram). Right panel: Completeness level of
the sample of stars tested for the presence of a PMa as a function of
their mass. The corresponding spectral types on the main sequence are
shown in pink. The error bars represent the binomial proportion 68%
confidence interval.
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Fig. 6. Left: Number of stars showing a PMa S/N ∆G2 with thresholds
of 2, 3, and 5, as a function of parallax for stars with parallaxes $G2 be-
tween 25 and 285 mas. Right: Binarity fraction as a function of parallax
for ∆G2 thresholds of 2, 3, and 5 (light blue, medium blue and dark blue
lines, respectively).
and M spectral types below m1 ≈ 0.6 M. The overall complete-
ness level of the sample of stars tested for PMa (Hip2+GDR2)
is above 95% for the stars with m1 > 1 M and of 25% only for
the stars less massive than the Sun. The very low mass stars are
particularly interesting as their PMa vectors give access to low
mass planets, as shown for example, by the analysis of Prox-
ima (Sect. 5.2). The limiting magnitude of Gaia (G = 21 in the
GDR2 catalog) corresponds to a complete survey of the objects
more massive than m1 ≈ 0.075 M (the hydrogen burning limit)
within 10 pc of the Sun, and down to m1 ≈ 0.097 M (M6.5V
spectral type) at 50 pc. To give a qualitative idea of the overall
completeness of our sample with respect to the total population
of nearby objects within 50 pc, a query of the GDR2 catalog with
the only constraint that $G2 > 20 mas (without magnitude limit)
returns ≈ 73 246 sources. As we examined 6741 sources located
within the same distance, this indicates that the measurement of
the PMa of ≈ 66 000 additional objects (essentially of low and
very low mass) will be possible with future Gaia data releases.
This may reveal a large number of planetary mass companions.
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Fig. 8. Left: Number of stars within 50 pc showing a PMa S/N ∆G2,
with thresholds of 2, 3, and 5 (light blue, medium blue and dark blue
histograms, respectively) as a function of the primary star mass m1. The
histogram of the overall sample is represented in light gray. Right: Bi-
narity fraction as a function of the primary star mass m1. The binaries
detected considering thresholds of ∆G2 = 2, 3, and 5 are represented
with light blue, medium blue, and dark blue lines, respectively.
In the present work, we consider that a GDR2 PMa ∆G2 > 3
indicates a bona fide binary detection, while 2 < ∆G2 < 3 points
at a suspected binary. The histogram of the GDR2 signal-to-
noise ratio ∆G2 of the measured PMa for our 50 pc sample is
presented in Fig. 6 as a function of the parallax. The overall frac-
tion of stars within 50 pc exhibiting a PMa is 38.5% for ∆G2 > 2,
30.6% for ∆G2 > 3 and 24.6% for ∆G2 > 5.
The fraction of the 115 959 stars in the full Hip2 sample that
shows a GDR2 PMa is comparable to that of our 50 pc sample at
36.1% for ∆G2 > 2, 26.9% for ∆G2 > 3 and 20.2% for ∆G2 > 5.
The histogram of the observed PMa signal-to-noise ratio for the
Hip2 and GDR2 PM vectors is presented in Fig. 7. In both cases,
the PMa distribution peaks slightly below ∆ = 1, indicating a
satisfactory estimate of the uncertainties. The considerable im-
provement in accuracy of the GDR2 PM vectors compared to
Hipparcos results in a larger number of detected binaries.
In our nearby stars sample, we observe only a limited varia-
tion of the binarity fraction with the parallax for $ < 200 mas.
This indicates a weak dependence of the sensitivity of our survey
with respect to the distance for these nearby stars, and therefore
a satisfactory completeness level of the companions detections
for companion masses m†2 & 2 MJ au
−1/2 up to our distance limit
of 50 pc (Sect. 3.7). As shown in Fig. 8, the binarity fraction (in-
cluding stellar and substellar mass companions) in our nearby
star sample exhibits a relatively mild evolution with the primary
star mass between m1 = 0.35 M and 1.95 M, as the fraction of
stars with ∆G2 > 2 increases from ≈ 35% to ≈ 45%. A very
different statistics is observed for the binarity fraction of low
mass red dwarfs of m1 < 0.35 M. It shows a very steep de-
creasing gradient, with a binarity fraction of more than 60% in
the m1 = 0.15 ± 0.05 M mass bin that goes down to 35% at
0.35 M. This behavior is due to the relatively bright limiting
magnitude of Hipparcos, which restricts our sample of very low
mass stars to the very nearest objects (Fig. 5). For the red dwarfs
located within a few parsec of the Sun, our sensitivity to low
mass orbiting planets is considerably better than for more distant
and more massive stars. The limit for these low mass stars is usu-
ally in the Saturn mass regime or below, depending on the orbital
radius (see, e.g., Sections. 5.2, A.2, and A.5). Assuming a con-
tinuous binarity fraction as a function of primary mass, we can
tentatively interpret the higher binarity fraction below 0.35 M
as an indication that at least 30% of the stars of our PMa sam-
ple host planets with masses between m†2 ≈ 0.1 MJ au−1/2 and
1 MJ au−1/2. This fraction comes in addition to the ≈ 40% of
the stars that show evidence of the presence of companions with
m†2 & 1 MJ au
−1/2. Although the number of very low mass stars
is limited by the Hipparcos sensitivity in the present analysis,
with the future Gaia data releases it will be possible to probe the
evolution of the binarity fraction as a function of stellar mass in
the very low mass regime.
The positions of the stars of our 50 pc sample in the [MV ,V−
K] color-magnitude diagram are shown in Fig. 9. Due to the rel-
atively small number of massive stars close to the Sun, the statis-
tics are limited in the top left region of the diagram. The presence
of companions of main sequence stars with normalized masses
in the stellar or substellar regimes appears ubiquitous.
4.2. Companion mass distribution
As detailed in Sect. 3.7, the PMa provides an estimate of the
mass of the companions normalized to the square root of their
orbital radius. We present in Fig. 10 the distribution of the de-
rived m†2 values up to the stellar mass regime. In the right panel
of this figure, we notice that a significant population of compan-
ions with low normalized masses below 2 MJ au−1/2 is suspected
with a signal-to-noise ratio of between two and three. The im-
provement in accuracy of the PM vector expected in the Gaia
DR3 will likely confirm the existence of a large fraction of these
very low mass companions, and estimate their orbital radii and
masses.
The two-dimensional (2D) histogram of the (m1,m
†
2) combi-
nations for stars within 50 pc is presented in Fig. 11. The detec-
tion sensitivity limits are represented for different distances of
the primary star as dashed curves. The apparent deficit of low
mass planets around massive stars (lower right quadrant of the
histogram) is due to the saturation limit of Gaia that excludes
the massive nearby stars from our sample. This deficit is also
due to a combination of the overall rarity of massive stars in the
solar neighborhood, and the decreased sensitivity to very low
mass companions for massive primaries. The Hipparcos limiting
magnitude reduces the number of dwarfs with masses lower than
≈ 0.5 MJ compared to their actual frequency (Sect. 4.1).
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Fig. 10. Left: Histogram of the normalized companion masses m†2 for
different levels of PMa signal-to-noise ratio ∆G2. Right: Enlargement
of the histogram of normalized companion masses between 0 and
10 MJ au−1/2.
4.3. White dwarfs
Our sample comprises 17 bright WDs of the solar neighborhood
in common between the Hip2 and GDR2 catalogs. As detailed
in Table 3, two of these WDs show a significant PMa signal-
to-noise ratio ∆G2 higher than 3: LAWD 37 (see Sect. A.9) and
GD 140. In addition, Wolf 28 (Sect. A.8), HD 340611 and GD
279 show marginal indications of binarity with ∆G2 > 2. The
binarity fraction (including triple and quadruple stars) of the WD
population has been estimated by Holberg (2009) to 32±8 % (see
also Toonen et al. 2017). Including the suspected binary systems,
the WD binarity fraction that we obtain from our 17 stars with a
PMa analysis is 29 ± 11%, in line with the expected frequency.
The positions of the WD of our sample in the [MV ,V −K] color-
magnitude diagram are presented in Fig. 12.
We are currently obliged to use the Hipparcos positions to
determine the mean PM µHG and the PMa quantity. This lim-
itation severely reduces the number of accessible WDs due to
Hipparcos’ lower photometric sensitivity.
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4.4. Brown dwarf desert
The concept of "brown dwarf desert" designates the rarity of
brown dwarf companions (with a mass of 5 to 80 MJ) orbiting
solar mass stars at distances shorter than r = 5 au (P . 11 years).
Wilson et al. (2016) determined the masses of the compan-
ions of a sample of 15 solar type stars from a combination of
radial velocity and Hipparcos astrometry. They find regularly
Table 3. Properties and observed tangential velocity anomaly ∆vT,G2
for the 17 white dwarfs of our sample. The estimated mass of the WD is
listed in the m1 column, ∆G2 is the signal-to-noise ratio of the PMa and
m†2 is the normalized mass of the companion (or an upper limit). The
column ∆ is set to • for 3<∆G2<5 and ◦ for 2<∆G2<3.
Name m1 ∆vT,G2 ∆G2 ∆ m
†
2
(M) (m s−1) (MJ au−1/2)
Wolf 28 0.680.02 11.05.2 2.1 ◦ 0.37+0.18−0.16
LAWD 37 0.610.01 14.12.9 4.9 • 0.44+0.15−0.09
CPD-69 177 0.680.02 5.78.6 0.7 0.19+0.26−0.25
LAWD 74 0.620.02 7.111.6 0.6 0.22+0.33−0.32
DN Dra 0.750.03 13.49.7 1.4 0.47+0.32−0.30
CD-38 10980 0.680.02 15.014.1 1.1 0.50+0.43−0.41
HD 340611 0.640.03 26.111.7 2.2 ◦ 0.85+0.40−0.34
GD 140 0.970.03 53.716.1 3.3 • 2.14+0.82−0.60
BD-07 3632 0.530.08 31.019.3 1.6 0.91+0.56−0.51
CD-30 17706 0.610.02 7.414.6 0.5 0.23+0.41−0.40
GD 279 0.640.03 41.815.1 2.8 ◦ 1.35+0.57−0.45
LAWD 23 0.690.03 37.647.1 0.8 1.26+1.42−1.38
HIP 117059 0.560.05 29.674.4 0.4 0.90+1.97−1.96
EGGR 141 0.620.02 21.821.3 1.0 0.69+0.62−0.59
EGGR 150 0.630.02 27.726.3 1.1 0.89+0.78−0.74
LAWD 52 0.580.01 28.022.8 1.2 0.86+0.65−0.62
Feige 22 0.590.02 37.735.1 1.1 1.17+1.00−0.96
distributed companion masses, including over the brown dwarf
desert (Marcy & Butler 2000). The mass distribution of our sam-
ple of stars peaks at a lower mass than that of the Sun, but Di-
eterich et al. (2012) determined that the brown dwarf desert ex-
tends to a broad range of masses of the primary star. The 2D
histogram in Fig. 11 shows a double peaked distribution of com-
panion normalized masses for primaries of masses m1 between
approximately 0.5 and 1.5 M. The main peak is located at a
normalized mass around m†2 ≈ 1 − 2 MJ au−1/2, while the sec-
ond peak is located at m†2 ≈ 50 − 100 MJ au−1/2. The gap be-
tween these two peaks is compatible with the expected extent
of the brown dwarf desert. Figure 11 shows indications that the
existence of the brown dwarf desert may be restricted to stellar
masses similar to that of the Sun. However, our sample com-
prises a too limited number of targets above 1.5 M and below
0.5 M to reliably explore the persistence of the deficit of brown
dwarf companions in these mass regimes. Moreover, the resolu-
tion of the present degeneracy between m2 and r is necessary to
firmly conclude on the distribution of companion masses in the
brown dwarf desert.
5. Notes on individual targets
We present in this section the application of the PMa analysis
technique to a few representative objects. Further examples are
provided in Appendix A.
5.1. Resolved binary 61 Cyg AB (GJ 820 AB)
The nearby binary star 61 Cyg AB (GJ 820 AB, ADS 14636
AB) is a pair of K5V+K7V red dwarfs. We present in this para-
graph a combined analysis of their respective PMa vectors. The
secondary component 61 Cyg B is one of the 34 Gaia bench-
mark stars (Jofré et al. 2014; Heiter et al. 2015). We adopted the
masses mA = 0.708 ± 0.053 M and mB = 0.657 ± 0.057 M, es-
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(K5V+K7V) at the Hipparcos and GDR2 epochs, with the correspond-
ing PMa vectors. The positions of their center of mass are indicated
with a "+" symbol. The background image is taken from the Second
Generation Digitized Sky Survey Red (DSS2-Red).
timated from the absolute K band magnitude from 2MASS and
the relations by Mann et al. (2015). These values are close to
the masses derived by Kervella et al. (2008) from evolutionary
modeling of the two stars (mA = 0.690 M, mB = 0.605 M).
We determined the following PM vector for the barycenter of
the two stars:
µHG,AB = [+4133.04 ± 0.81,+3203.81 ± 0.17] mas a−1. (19)
The subtraction of this barycenter PM vector from the individual
Hip2 PM vectors provides the following residual PM anomalies:
∆µH,A = [+34.76.6,+65.412.1] mas a
−1 (20)
∆µH,B = [−26.760.87,−59.130.47] mas a−1, (21)
and the same computation for the GDR2 PM vectors gives
∆µG2,A = [+30.550.84,+46.030.32] mas a
−1 (22)
∆µG2,B = [−27.840.82,−48.200.21] mas a−1. (23)
We represent these PMa vectors on the sky in Fig. 13. We can
check a posteriori that the mass ratio we adopted is reasonable
from the ratio of the norms of the PMa vectors:
mB
mA
=
(
∆µA
∆µB
)
. (24)
For the GDR2 epoch, we obtain mB/mA = 0.993 ± 0.022, higher
than but statistically compatible with the adopted mB/mA =
0.93 ± 0.11. The derived mass ratio from the PMa is also no-
ticeably higher than the ratio mB/mA = 0.877 found by Kervella
et al. (2008). This difference can be interpreted as the orbital PM
∆µB of component 61 Cyg B being too slow for its "photomet-
ric" mass, thus indicating the possible presence of a dark mass
contributor in orbit around this star. We also observe a difference
in position angle of the PM anomalies of components A and B
from GDR2:
θA = 33.57 ± 0.75 deg and θB = 210.01 ± 0.75 deg . (25)
The difference ∆θAB = (θA − θB) mod 180◦ = 3.56± 1.06 deg is
statistically significant, while it should be zero if the photocen-
ters of each component coincided with their respective centers
of mass. This PMa offset between 61 Cyg A and B points at the
possible presence of a third body in the system, likely orbiting
around 61 Cyg B. This hypothesis will be testable with the Gaia
astrometry in the future data releases.
5.2. Proxima
Our nearest stellar neighbor Proxima Centauri (GJ551, V645
Cen, and α Cen C) is a very low mass red dwarf of spectral
type M5.5V. It hosts the nearest exoplanet, Proxima b (Anglada-
Escudé et al. 2016), a telluric mass planet with a very short or-
bital period (11.2 d) and orbital distance (0.05 au) that place it
inside the habitable zone of its parent star. The search for transit-
ing exoplanet signals have been unsuccessful up to now (Blank
et al. 2018; Feliz et al. 2019). Proxima is an active star, with fre-
quent flares that were detected over a broad range of wavelengths
(MacGregor et al. 2018; Howard et al. 2018).
5.2.1. Companion mass sensitivity
The fast PM of Proxima coupled with the high accuracy of the
position measurements by Hip2 and GDR2 results in an extraor-
dinary accuracy of the PM vector coordinates: its norm is es-
timated to µHG = 3859.110 ± 0.069 mas a−1 (at GDR2 epoch)
which corresponds to a signal-to-noise ratio of 5.6 × 104. Sub-
tracting the long-term PM from the GDR2 vector, we measure
a tangential velocity anomaly of ∆vtan,G2 = 2.7 ± 1.5 m s−1 at
GDR2 epoch (Table 2) significant at a 1.8σ level. The accuracy
on the tangential velocity anomaly is limited by the precision
of the GDR2 PM vector, which will improve in the future data
releases.
In addition to the Hip2 and GDR2 catalogs, we also tested
the PM vector obtained by Benedict et al. (1999) for the pres-
ence of a PMa. We find a marginal PMa at a level of signal-to-
noise ratio of ∆FGS = 2.6, but the reliability of the PM vector
coordinates of Proxima is uncertain as the FGS measurement is
based on differential astrometry with background stars, whose
PM vectors were poorly constrained at the time of the original
data reduction. We note that the parallax of Proxima $FGS =
768.7 ± 0.3 mas determined by Benedict et al. (1999) is in per-
fect agreement with the GDR2 value ($G2 = 768.53±0.22 mas).
The ground-based parallax of $L14 = 768.1 ± 1.0 mas measured
by Lurie et al. (2014) is also perfectly consistent with the GDR2.
Mesa et al. (2017) established mass and radius limits to compan-
ions of Proxima from adaptive optics imaging with the SPHERE
instrument, setting a maximum mass of a planet orbiting beyond
2 au from the star to 4 MJ . From ground based astrometric mea-
surements, Lurie et al. (2014) set the maximum mass of possible
companions of Proxima to 2 MJ at 0.8 au and 1 MJ at 2.6 au.
Closer to Proxima, Endl & Kürster (2008) set very low mass
limits using the radial velocity technique, of 4 M⊕ at r = 0.1 au
and 15 M⊕ = 0.05 MJ at r = 1 au. This limit was further de-
creased with the detection of the mb sin i = 1.3 M⊕ Proxima b
(Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016).
The possible (m2, r) combinations (with m2 the compan-
ion mass and r its orbital radius) corresponding to the detected
GDR2 tangential velocity anomaly ∆vtan,G2 are presented in
Fig. 14 in green color. The possible domain of (m2, r) combi-
nations delineated by Endl & Kürster (2008) is represented as
the shaded pink area. We exclude at a 1σ level the presence
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Fig. 14. Possible companions of Proxima. The possible companion
mass and orbital radius (m2, r) combinations explaining the observed
∆µG2 PMa from the GDR2 are shown with the green curve, taking
into account the GDR2 time window. The shaded green region corre-
sponds to the 1σ uncertainty domain. The orange vertical line marks
the orbital radius whose period corresponds to the GDR2 time window
(δtG2 = 668 d). The permitted (m2, r) domain for short-period planets
from radial velocity searches is shaded in pink. The orbital radii corre-
sponding to periods of Porb = 1 to 5000 years are indicated with pink
vertical marks, with corresponding period values in pink.
of a planet with a mass m2 > 0.1MJ (two Neptune masses) at
r < 3 au and m2 > 0.3 MJ (one Saturn mass) at r < 10 au
(Porb < 100 years). Planetary companions on wider orbits be-
tween 10 and 50 au (Porb = 100 to 1000 years) are also excluded
with mass limits ranging from m2 = 0.3 to 8 MJ . These stringent
constraints on the presence of planets around Proxima empha-
size the remarkable complementarity of the Gaia astrometry and
radial velocity searches for short and long period planets.
5.2.2. Effect of Proxima b
The amplitude of the astrometric wobble induced by the pres-
ence of Proxima b (Anglada-Escudé et al. 2016) of a mass
mb sin i = 1.3 M⊕ is ≈ 2.8 µas in position, with a period of
Porb = 11.2 days. This amplitude is likely to remain undetected
by Gaia whose final average position accuracy is foreseen around
4 µas. The Doppler radial velocity amplitude of the reflex motion
of Proxima is 1.4 m s−1, as measured by Anglada-Escudé et al.
(2016). This represents a lower limit for the tangential velocity
amplitude. Due to the very short orbital period of Proxima b,
the PMa quantity, as a tracer of the orbital velocity, is not sensi-
tive enough to measure the tangential reflex velocity of Proxima
induced by planet b, as shown in Fig. 14 (at r = 0.05 au). How-
ever, knowing the precise ephemeris of the planet from the spec-
troscopic orbit, a differential processing of the epoch astrometry
data may reveal the wobble signal in position and PM velocity.
The intrinsic morphological properties of the star (spots, rota-
tion, and flaring) may complicate the analysis.
5.2.3. The orbit of Proxima around αCen
Kervella et al. (2017) showed that Proxima is gravitationally
bound to αCen, possibly captured by its bright binary neighbor
(Feng & Jones 2018). We took advantage of the improved accu-
racy of the µHG vector of Proxima provided by the combination
of the Hip2 and GDR2 positions to check the orbital parameters
of the orbit of Proxima around α Cen (WDS J14396-6050AB,
GJ559AB). The revised parameters are statistically identical,
and the accuracy of the relative velocity of Proxima with re-
spect to α Cen is slightly improved to vα−Prox = 280 ± 48 m s−1
giving a −5.5σ difference with the unbound velocity value
(vmax = 546 ± 10 m s−1). The error bar on this differential ve-
locity is dominated by the uncertainty on the absolute radial
velocity of Proxima (±32 m s−1) and the correction of the con-
vective blueshift. The orbital motion of Proxima cannot explain
the observed residual tangential velocity, as the total change
on Proxima’s PM vector induced by its orbital motion is only
dvtan = 0.053 m s−1 (d∆µ = 8.6 µas a−1) over the 24.25 years
separating the Hip and GDR2 epochs. The final PM accuracy
of Gaia is expected to be on the order of σ(µ) ≈ 3 µas a−1 (com-
pared toσ(µ) ≈ 250 µas a−1 for Proxima in GDR2), so the orbital
acceleration of Proxima may be detectable with Gaia’s full data
set. We note, however, that the presence of a long-period planet
will complicate this detection.
As discussed by Beech (2009, 2011) and Banik & Zhao
(2018), very high precision astrometry of Proxima could pro-
vide a test of the modified Newtonian dynamics (MOND) the-
ory (Milgrom 1983; Bekenstein 2004). Banik & Zhao (2018)
estimated that the relative positions of Proxima with respect to
αCen AB computed using the MOND or Newtonian gravity the-
ories would differ by ≈ 7 µas after ten years (their Fig. 13).
Although this seems in principle within reach of Gaia, unfor-
tunately αCen AB is too bright and the position of the barycen-
ter of AB will not be measurable with the required accuracy.
The change in radial velocity over the same Hip-GDR2 period
of 24.25 years is dvr = 0.025 m s−1, also beyond the accuracy of
the current instrumentation.
5.3.  Eri
From the GDR2 catalog, we find an insignificant PMa on the
young K2V dwarf  Eri (GJ 144, HD 22049) of ∆vtan,G2 =
5.7 ± 13.1 m s−1, compatible with zero. The tangential velocity
anomaly measurement from Hip2 is more accurate at ∆vtan,H =
7.6 ± 4.4 m s−1, and we discuss its implications hereafter.
The massive planet  Eri b (m2 = 0.86 MJ) was discov-
ered by Hatzes et al. (2000) on an eccentric orbit (e = 0.6,
r = 3.4 au). Mawet et al. (2019) recently confirmed its mass
(m2 = 0.78+0.38−0.12 MJ) and orbital radius (r = 3.48 ± 0.02 au), but
obtained a much lower eccentricity (0.07+0.06−0.05). This mass and or-
bital radius of  Eri b provide an excellent match to the observed
∆vtan,H (red dot in Fig. 15). A detailed analysis of the epoch as-
trometry of Hip2 as conducted by Snellen & Brown (2018) and
Dupuy et al. (2019) on β Pic (see also Sect. 5.5) may provide
valuable informations on  Eri b, but it is beyond the scope of
the present work. Janson et al. (2015) searched for massive com-
panions of  Eri using Spitzer imaging in the infrared, and es-
tablished mass limits of m2 = 0.5 − 2.5 MJ for separations of
r = 140 − 20 au (for an age of 800 Ma). The corresponding per-
mitted range of (m2, r) combinations is represented in shaded
pink in Fig. 15.
5.4. τ Cet
The nearby solar analog τ Ceti (GJ 71, HD 10700, spectral type
G8V) is an old (Thévenin et al. 2005), low metallicity dwarf, that
hosts a dust disk (Di Folco et al. 2007). Feng et al. (2017b) re-
cently confirmed the detection of four telluric mass planets orbit-
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Fig. 16. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for τ Ceti.
ing τCet, that were initially announced by Tuomi et al. (2013).
Their orbital semi-major axes range from 0.1 to 1.3 au, and their
minimum masses from 1.9 to 3.9 M⊕. These planets have a neg-
ligible contribution to the GDR2 astrometry.
We detect a high tangential velocity anomaly on τCeti at a
level of ∆vtan,G2 = 132 ± 28 m s−1 in the GDR2 data, but the ex-
cess noise is high at i = 1.7 mas, while the RUWE is low at
% = 1.1. The accuracy of the GDR2 PM vector is much lower
than that of Hip2, probably due to the high brightness of τCeti
(mG = 3.2), causing a saturation of the Gaia detectors. Therefore
for this work we have analysed the Hipparcos PM vector, giv-
ing a tangential velocity anomaly of ∆vtan,H = 11.3 ± 4.0 m s−1.
This low but significant signal corresponds to a range of possi-
ble (m2, r) pairs shown in Fig. 16. The observed signal could be
explained for example, by a Jupiter analog orbiting at 5 au. We
exclude (1σ) the presence of a planet more massive than 5 MJ
between 3 and 20 au from the star.
5.5. β Pic
β Pic (GJ 219, HD 39060) is a young hot dwarf (spectral type
A6V) surrounded by a dust disk, that hosts a giant planet, β Pic
b (Lagrange et al. 2009, 2010). The orbital parameters of this
planet were determined for example, by Wang et al. (2016) (see
also Chauvin et al. 2012; Millar-Blanchaer et al. 2015). It has a
semi-major axis of a = 9.7 au and an orbital period of Porb =
22.5 years. We discuss separately the analysis of the GDR2 and
Hipparcos measurements of β Pic in the following sections.
5.5.1. Gaia astrometry
β Pic is absent from the Gaia DR1, and its GDR2 measurement
of the PM is affected by large uncertainties of 0.74 mas a−1, that
is, five times larger than the PM error bars in the Hip2 cat-
alog (that are around ±0.13 mas a−1). They result in similarly
large uncertainties in the corresponding PMa (Table 1). The high
brightness of β Pic (mG = 3.7) is close to the saturation limit of
Gaia, and the measurements are probably affected by instrumen-
tal effects that degrade their accuracy. The RUWE (Sect. 3.8)
however remains limited at % = 1.2, showing that the quality of
the astrometric fit of β Pic does not differ significantly from the
other stars of similar color and brightness, and that the error bars
on the determined parameters are likely reliable.
The GDR2 record of β Pic lists a high value of the astromet-
ric excess noise i = 2.14 mas (Table 1), that indicates that the
astrometric fit shows the presence of significant residuals. It is
unlikely that these residuals are caused by the astrometric reflex
motion induced on β Pic by planet b, as its orbital period is too
long compared to the 22-month observing window of the GDR2.
Its influence will be limited to a shift of the PM vector of star A
and not induce a noise on the astrometric fit. This is even truer
as the planet position was close to conjunction at epoch 2015.5,
meaning that the reflex motion of β Pic was very close to linear
uniform. So the presence of excess noise could be interpreted in
terms of the presence of a second planet with an orbital period
on the order of δtG2. However, due to the difficulty to measure
saturated star images, instrumental origin of the noise cannot be
excluded.
5.5.2. Hipparcos astrometry
Following an approach similar to ours, Snellen & Brown (2018)
determined from a combined analysis of the Hipparcos epoch
astrometry and GDR2 position that the mass of the planet β Pic
b is mb = 11 ± 2 MJ . Snellen & Brown (2018) determined
the PMa of β Pic by subtracting the Hip-GDR2 mean PM vec-
tor that they computed from the Hip2 epoch astrometry posi-
tions of β Pic. We note the excellent agreement of our µHG
mean PM vector with their determination. With a comparable
analysis, based on a combination of the Hip1 and Hip2 cata-
logs, Dupuy et al. (2019) determined a slightly higher mass of
mb = 13 ± 3 MJ . We estimated the shift of the GDR2 position of
β Pic relative to Hip due to the reflex orbital motion of planet b
to [dα, dδ] = [+1.3,+0.8] mas (for mb = 11 MJ), in agreement
with Snellen & Brown (2018). We have, however, neglected this
position shift for homogeneity with our other targets.
Adopting the orbital parameters from Wang et al. (2016), a
mass of mA = 1.70 M for the primary and the mass mb = 11 MJ
determined by Snellen & Brown (2018), we expect a tangen-
tial reflex orbital velocity of ∆vtan,A = 73.5 m s−1 at a position
angle θ = 211.3 deg for β Pic A in average over the observ-
ing period of Hipparcos (1989.85 to 1993.21). If we adopt the
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mass of mb = 12.9 MJ determined by Chilcote et al. (2017)
from spectroscopy of the planet, the predicted reflex velocity
becomes ∆vtan,A = 86.1 m s−1. The tangential velocity anomaly
that we obtain from the Hip2 catalog PM vector corresponds to
∆vtan,A = 82.7 ± 17.5 m s−1, within 0.5σ with the predicted ve-
locity using both mass values for planet b. The position angle of
the PMa vector is θ = 199.1 ± 8.1 deg is also similar to the pre-
dicted value within 1.5σ. At the known orbital radius of planet b
(r = 9.7 au), we obtain a mass range of m2 = 13.7+6−5 MJ .
The left panel of Fig. 17 shows the (m2, r) domain that we
predict for planet b from the PMa of Hipparcos, compared to the
masses of β Pic b derived by Snellen & Brown (2018) and Dupuy
et al. (2019) (red symbols). Although the agreement is good be-
tween the observed Hip2 PMa and the expected value from β Pic
b, we can test for the presence of a residual after subtraction of its
contribution (assuming a mass of 11 MJ). The range of possible
planet-radius combinations (m2, r) corresponding to the residual
PMa after the vector subtraction of the contribution of β Pic b
is represented in the right panel of Fig. 17. We also display the
planetary mass limits summarized by Lagrange et al. (2018), and
the combined limit with our PMa analysis. The permitted prop-
erties of an additional planet in the β Pic system are represented
by the hatched area in Fig. 17, and exclude in particular a planet
more massive than m3 = 5 MJ orbiting beyond 4 au (1σ).
6. Conclusion
The combination of the Hipparcos and Gaia DR2 positions pro-
vides extremely accurate long-term PM vectors for a large num-
ber of stars. The improved parameters from the Gaia DR2 (po-
sition, parallax, and PM) confirm that Proxima is gravitation-
ally bound to α Cen and the orbital parameters determined by
Kervella et al. (2017). A divergence of the instantaneous PM
vector of a star with respect to this long-term trend can be in-
terpreted in terms of the presence of an orbiting massive com-
panion. Thanks to the generally excellent accuracy of the GDR2
PM vectors, the sensitivity of the PMa indicator to the presence
of companions goes well into the planetary mass regime. As the
sensitivity of the PMa is a linear function of the distance, it is
most discriminating for the nearest stars, with for example, mass
limits below Saturn’s mass for the nearest red dwarf Proxima.
We confirm the ubiquity of substellar mass companions, and we
find an emerging bimodal distribution in the distribution of the
companion masses (Fig. 11). The present work represents a first
exploration of the possibilities offered by Gaia on the detection
of low mass companions. The availability of epoch astrometry
in the future Gaia data releases will enable a much more detailed
survey of the physical properties of the companions of stellar and
substellar mass orbiting nearby stars.
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Fig. A.1. Positions of the components of the binary star HD
173740+HD 173739 (M3V+M3.5V) at the Hipparcos and GDR2
epochs. The proper motion vectors of the two stars are affected by a
bias in the Hipparcos catalog and are not represented. The other sym-
bols are the same as in Fig. 13.
Appendix A: Additional notes on individual targets
Appendix A.1: Resolved binary stars
Appendix A.1.1: HD 173739+HD 173740 (GJ 725 AB)
HD 173739+HD 173740 (M3V+M3.5V; ADS 11632 AB, GJ
725 AB, Struve 2398 AB) is a very low mass binary. For this
system (Fig. A.1), we derive precisely the same mass ratio
mB/mA = 0.767 ± 0.009 as the adopted mB/mA = 0.766 ± 0.022
from the relations by Mann et al. (2015). We also detect no sig-
nificant difference in position angle for the PMa from the GDR2
catalog (∆θAB = 0.63 ± 0.47 deg). In this case, we do not there-
fore need to invoke the presence of a third body in the system.
Appendix A.1.2: HD 79210+HD 79211 (GJ 338 AB)
GJ 338 AB is a binary composed of a K7V primary (HD 79210)
and M0V secondary (HD 79211). As shown in Fig. A.2, the
Hip2 catalog has large uncertainties, and the PM vectors of the
two components appear discrepant on the figure. However, we
retrieve from the GDR2 PMa the same mass ratio mB/mA =
0.970 ± 0.026 within 1σ as the adopted mB/mA = 0.959 ± 0.027
from the relations by Mann et al. (2015). We also detect no sig-
nificant offset of the PMa vectors of both components from the
GDR2 catalog (∆θAB = −0.46 ± 1.47 deg), and therefore do not
detect a third component in the system.
Appendix A.2: Barnard’s star
Barnard’s star (GJ 699, HIP 87937) is an M4V red dwarf similar
in physical properties to Proxima. It is particularly remarkable
due to its extremely fast PM of more than 10 arcsec a−1. Sev-
eral attempts to detect planetary companions to Barnard’s star
have been conducted either by imaging (Gauza et al. 2015), ra-
dial velocity (Choi et al. 2013), or astrometry with the HST-FGS
(Benedict et al. 1999). The most stringent limits are set by the
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Fig. A.2. Positions of the components of the binary star HD 79210+HD
79211 (M3V+M3.5V) at the Hipparcos and GDR2 epochs. The sym-
bols are the same as in Fig. 13.
radial velocity technique with a maximum mass of 10 M⊕ at 1 au
(Choi et al. 2013). Ribas et al. (2018) recently pushed this de-
tection limit even further, as they reported the detection of an
exoplanet orbiting Barnard’s star with a period of 233 days and
a minimum mass of 3.2 M⊕.
We detect a tangential velocity anomaly of ∆vtan,G2 = 13.5 ±
6.9 m s−1 at GDR2 epoch (Table 2) significant at a 2.0σ level.
The corresponding (m2, r) combinations are shown in Fig. A.3,
where the mass limits from radial velocity and FGS astrometry
are also represented. The detected PMa is only marginally sig-
nificant, and so we do not claim a detection. This PMa signal
could be explained by a m2 ≈ 0.5 to 1 MJ planet orbiting at
r = 1 − 10 au, or a more massive giant planet of m2 ≈ 3 MJ up
to r = 20 au. As shown in Fig. A.3, the telluric planet detected
by Ribas et al. (2018) is far beyond reach of our PMa search
technique by approximately two orders of magnitude. Tal-Or
et al. (2018) studied the feasibility of the astrometric detection of
Barnard’s star b, and conclude that it will very likely not be de-
tected by Gaia. However, the future Gaia data releases will make
it possible to test the possible presence of a massive giant planet
on a long period orbit more stringently.
As for Proxima (Sect. 5.2), we also tested the FGS astromet-
ric measurement of Barnard’s star obtained by Benedict et al.
(1999) for the presence of a PMa. We obtain a significant sig-
nature at a signal-to-noise ratio of ∆FGS = 3.2, but the reliabil-
ity of this PM vector is uncertain as the FGS measurement is
based on differential astrometry with background stars whose
PM vectors were poorly constrained at the time of the origi-
nal data reduction. The parallax of $FGS = 545.4 ± 0.3 mas
found by Benedict et al. (1999) differs from the GDR2 value
($G2 = 547.48 ± 0.31 mas) by 5σ, and also from the Hipparcos
parallax ($H = 548.3 ± 1.5 mas). This may indicate a problem
in the FGS astrometric solution for Barnard’s star, which could
also affect the FGS PM vector.
Appendix A.3: Ross 128
Ross 128 (GJ 447, HIP 57548) is a nearby red dwarf of spec-
tral type M4V, whose physical properties are very similar to
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dwarf Ross 128.
Barnard’s star. Bonfils et al. (2018) recently reported the discov-
ery of the telluric exoplanet Ross 128 b, whose mass is estimated
to m sin i = 1.35 M⊕. It is particularly interesting for exobiology
as its orbital period of 9.9 days places it in the temperate zone of
its parent star. Additionally, Ross 128 is significantly less active
than Proxima, which is generally agreed in the literature to be
favorable for the habitability of the planet.
We observe a marginally significant PMa of ∆G2 = 2.2 on
Ross 128 at the GDR2 epoch. The reflex motion induced by the
telluric planet Ross 128 b cannot be the cause of this PMa, due
to its very low mass and short orbital period. The range of pos-
sible (m2, r) combinations for an additional planet is shown in
Fig. A.4. A plausible set of parameters explaining the observed
PMa would be a Saturn mass planet orbiting between 1 and 10 au
from Ross 128. We set an upper limit of 1 MJ to a possible planet
orbiting within 10 au.
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Fig. A.5. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for  Ind A, with the
Jovian planet discovered by Feng et al. (2018) marked with a red dot.
Appendix A.4:  Ind
 Ind A (GJ 845 A, HD 209100) is a nearby K5V dwarf form-
ing a triple system with the binary brown dwarf  Ind B (Mc-
Caughrean et al. 2004; King et al. 2010). The presence of a dark
companion to  Ind A was suspected based on a radial veloc-
ity trend, but an imaging search by Janson et al. (2009) did not
reveal the unseen companion. A Jovian mass exoplanet was re-
cently discovered by Feng et al. (2018) from radial velocity mea-
surements, with an estimated minimum mass of 2.7+2.2−0.4 MJ and
a semi-major axis of 12.8+4.2−0.7 au. We detect a significant PMa
on  Ind A of ∆vtan,G2 = 44.0 ± 10.5 m s−1 at the GDR2 epoch.
As shown in Fig. A.5, this tangential velocity anomaly is com-
patible with the expected contribution from the orbiting planet
considering the error bars, although we observe a slightly higher
anomaly than predicted from planet Ab alone.
The binary brown dwarf  Ind Ba+Bb is located at a pro-
jected separation of 1460 au (Faherty et al. 2010), and has a total
mass of 121 ± 1 MJ (King et al. 2010). Its contribution in terms
of tangential velocity on  Ind A can be estimated to ≈ 50 m s−1,
that is, comparable to the observed ∆vtan,G2.  Ind B is unfortu-
nately too faint to be detected by Gaia and Hipparcos, so its PMa
cannot be determined with a comparable accuracy to that of A.
As the PMa contributions of  Ind Ab and B sum up vectorially
to produce the total observed PMa of  Ind A, it is difficult to
disentangle the origin of the observed signal.
Appendix A.5: Kapteyn’s star
The red dwarf Kapteyn’s star (GJ 191, HD 33793) is the near-
est star from the halo population. This property is reflected in its
very high tangential PM (µ = 8644 mas a−1) and space velocity
relative to the Sun (v = 293 km s−1). Its radial velocity reaches
vr = +245 km s−1 (Nidever et al. 2002). Kapteyn’s star is sus-
pected to host two telluric mass planets, that were announced
by Anglada-Escudé et al. (2014) from the analysis of radial ve-
locity measurements. Their respective masses are estimated to 5
and 7 M⊕, at orbital radii of 0.17 and 0.31 au. However, Robert-
son et al. (2015) noticed a 1:3 commensurability of the inner
planet orbital period (Pb = 48 d) and the star’s rotation period
(Prot = 143 d), and showed that the 48 d period signal is corre-
lated with stellar activity. This indicates that the observed radial
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Fig. A.6. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for Kapteyn’s star
(GJ 191).
velocity signal, at least for the inner candidate planet, may not
be caused by Doppler reflex motion from an orbiting planet (see
also Newton et al. 2016).
Kapteyn’s star is a stringent test case for the determination of
the PMa, due to its extremely fast space velocity. We determine
a tangential velocity anomaly of ∆vtan,G2 = 3.2 ± 2.0 m s−1 at the
GDR2 epoch, corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio ∆G2 = 1.7.
We present in Fig. A.6 the domain of (m2, r) combinations for a
companion that would explain this tangential velocity anomaly.
We determine that no planetary companion more massive than
Saturn (MS = 0.3 MJ) is present around Kapteyn’s star between
the orbital radii of 1.5 and 10 au.
Appendix A.6: AX Mic
AX Mic (Lacaille 8760, GJ 825) is a low mass red dwarf of
spectral type M1V, with no known planet. Morris et al. (2018)
predict that the stellar activity will induce an astrometric position
jitter of ≈ 20 µas for AX Mic, whose effect is negligible on the
present PMa analysis.
The tangential velocity anomaly of ∆vtan,G2 = 9.8±2.9 m s−1
(signal-to-noise ratio ∆G2 = 3.4) that we measure at the GDR2
epoch corresponds to possible companions in the (m2, r) range
shaded in green in Fig. A.7. Wittenmyer et al. (2016) estab-
lished an upper limit to the mean velocity amplitude of Kmax =
9.2 ± 0.6 m s−1 for orbital periods between 1000 and 6000 days
(70% recovery rate). This limit translates into a permitted (m2, r)
domain shaded in pink in Fig. A.7. From the combination of the
limits from radial velocity and astrometry, the companion of AX
Mic is possibly a giant planet with a mass m2 = 0.5 to 2.5 MJ
orbiting between 3 and 10 au from the red dwarf.
Appendix A.7: Ross 614
Ross 614 (V577 Mon, GJ 234 AB) is a pair of very low mass
red dwarfs whose fast PM was discovered by Ross (1927). Its
binarity was the first to be identified by photographic astrom-
etry by Reuyl (1936). From a combination of historical and
modern astrometry, Gatewood et al. (2003) determined the pe-
riod of the system (P = 16.595 ± 0.0077 years), its parallax
($ = 244.07 ± 0.73 mas) and the masses of the two stars (m1 =
0.2228±0.0055 M and m2 = 0.1107±0.0028M). We note that
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Fig. A.7. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for AX-Mic (GJ
825). The shaded pink area corresponds to the range of possible plan-
ets from Wittenmyer et al. (2016) with periods between 1000 and
6000 days.
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Fig. A.8. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for Ross 614.
the GDR2 parallax measurement ($G2 = 243.00±0.88 mas), al-
though perturbed by the orbital motion and the unresolved con-
tribution of Ross 614 B, confirms their result. The semi-major
axis is a = 1101.2 ± 8.2 mas, corresponding to 4.53 ± 0.03 au.
Fig. A.8 presents the range of possible (m2, r) combinations de-
termined from the PMa of Ross 614. For an orbital radius of
4.53 au, we determine a mass m2 = 0.109+0.030−0.012 M for the sec-
ondary, in remarkable agreement with the actual mass deter-
mined by Gatewood et al. (2003). This very good level of cor-
respondence is due, in particular, to the inclination of the orbital
plane (i = 54◦), which is close to the most statistically probable
value of 60◦. It is also favored by the orbital period of the sys-
tem, which is near the optimum for the Hip2-GDR2 PMa analy-
sis (Sect. 3.6.1).
Appendix A.8: Wolf 28 (van Maanen’s star)
Wolf 28 (van Maanen 2, GJ 35, WD 0046+051) is the third near-
est WD after Sirius B and Procyon B, and the nearest single WD.
It was discovered in 1917 by A. van Maanen (van Maanen 1917),
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and has a relatively low effective temperature of Teff ≈ 6000 K
(Burleigh et al. 2008).
The presence of a m2 = 0.08 M companion orbiting around
Wolf 28 on a P ≈ 1.5 year (maximum apparent separation ≈ 0.3′′
corresponding to ≈ 1.3 au), equator-on orbit (i = 89◦) was an-
nounced by Makarov (2004), from the analysis of the Hipparcos
data. This mass estimate was computed using a WD mass of
m1 = 0.83 M that is likely too high by ≈ 25%. The presence of
such a companion is however disproved by Farihi et al. (2004)
from adaptive optics imaging. Burleigh et al. (2008) confirm this
non-detection from deep imaging in the near-infrared J band and
established an upper limit of m2 < 7± 1 MJ between 3 and 50 au
from the WD. They also exclude the presence of companions
more massive than 10 MJ based on the absence of significant in-
frared excess in the Spitzer IRAC photometry at 4.5 µm.
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Fig. A.9. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for the white dwarf
Wolf 28 (van Maanen’s star). Excluded (m2, r) combinations from
Burleigh et al. (2008) are represented with the shaded blue area.
We do not identify any resolved common PM candidate of
Wolf 28 in the GDR2 catalog, between a minimum separation of
≈ 0.5′′ and 10◦, down to the limiting magnitude of the catalog
(G = 21), corresponding to an absolute magnitude MG = 22.8
at the distance of Wolf 28. From the grid by Pecaut & Mamajek
(2013)5 (see also Pecaut et al. 2012), this corresponds to a hottest
possible spectral type around L4.5V, and a maximum mass of
≈ 75 MJ . We also searched the 2MASS catalog (Skrutskie et al.
2006) for very red sources close to Wolf 28, but did not find any
down to the limiting magnitude of mK ≈ 15.5, that corresponds
to m2 < 40 MJ . The conversion of the K band infrared magnitude
into mass for planetary mass objects was taken from the AMES-
Cond isochrone by Allard et al. (2012)6 for an age of 4 Ga.
We detect a marginal PMa in Wolf 28 with a signal-to-noise
ratio ∆G2 = 2.0. The quality of the GDR2 astrometric solution is
good with a renormalized unit weight error of % = 1.2 and a null
excess noise i. Fig. A.9 shows the (m2, r) domain corresponding
to the observed PMa, together with the pre-existing constraints
from Burleigh et al. (2008) on the possible mass and orbital ra-
dius of the companion. It is unlikely that the orbital radius of the
companion is smaller than ≈ 650R (≈ 3 au) due to the past ex-
pansion of Wolf 28 during its red giant phase up to this radius.
The determined possible range of orbital radii however includes
5 http://www.pas.rochester.edu/~emamajek/EEM_dwarf_
UBVIJHK_colors_Teff.txt
6 http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/france.allard/
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Fig. A.10. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for the white dwarf
LAWD 37.
separations larger than the red giant radius. We exclude the pres-
ence of an orbiting companion more massive than 2 MJ between
3 and 10 au.
Appendix A.9: LAWD 37 (GJ 440)
LAWD 37 (GJ 440, HIP 57367, LTT 4364) is a type C2 white
dwarf with a DQ6 spectral type, that is routinely used as a spec-
trophotometric standard (Hamuy et al. 1992). It has an estimated
mass of m1 = 0.61 M. Schroeder et al. 2000 observed LAWD
37 using the HST-WFPC2 to search for companions, but the
achieved detection limits were relatively high (30− 40 MJ down
to 1′′). We detect a significant PMa at a signal-to-noise ratio
∆G2 = 4.9, and a corresponding tangential velocity of ∆vtan,G2 =
14.1± 2.9 m s−1 at a position angle θ = 306± 9 deg. We also ex-
amined the Gaia DR1 record of LAWD 37, and observe a com-
parable tangential velocity anomaly ∆vtan,G1 = 11.5 ± 5.7 m s−1
giving a signal-to-noise ratio ∆G2 = 2.0.
It should be noted, however, that no RV measurement is
available in the literature for LAWD 37, and we therefore as-
sumed a zero RV in this computation. The tangential velocity
of LAWD 37 is vtan,G2 = 59 km s−1. Assuming a RV range of
vr = ±60 km s−1, we obtain a tangential velocity anomaly of
∆vtan,G2 = 9 to 31 m s−1 at the GDR2 epoch, still significant at
a ∆G2 = 3.2 to 10.4 level. A spectroscopic measurement of the
RV would allow a more accurate computation, but the near ab-
sence of spectral features in the spectrum of LAWD 37 makes
it a particularly difficult enterprise. Dravins et al. (1999) derived
an astrometric RV of vr = +43 ± 106 km s−1 that corresponds to
a tangential velocity anomaly signal-to-noise ratio of ∆G2 = 2.4.
By analogy with Wolf 28 (Sect. A.8), the radius of its pro-
genitor while on the red giant branch was on the order of 500R,
therefore setting a minimum orbital radius of ≈ 2.5 au. Fig. A.10
shows the range of possible (m2, r) pairs. The presence of a com-
panion with a mass of 1 − 3 MJ orbiting at a radius of 1 − 20 au
(that is, an angular separation of 0.2′′ − 4′′) would explain the
observed signal. Interestingly, McGill et al. (2018) recently pre-
dicted a microlensing event that will occur in November 2019
and involve LAWD 37 as the lens. Based on the GDR2 catalog,
Bramich (2018) further predicted that LAWD 37 will create nine
microlensing events in the time to 2026. The observation of these
events may confirm the presence of an orbiting planet.
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Fig. A.11. Diagram of the possible companion (m2, r) combinations for
the brown dwarf host star HD 42581 (GJ 229 A). The position of the
brown dwarf GJ 229 B is shown, adopting its projected separation at
discovery of 45 au.
Appendix A.10: HD 42581 (GJ 229)
HD 42581 (GJ 229) hosts the brown dwarf GJ 229 B (Naka-
jima et al. 1995; Oppenheimer et al. 1995). The brown mass is
estimated to 29 − 39 MJ from the two best-fit models of Naka-
jima et al. (2015). Its discovery separation from its parent star is
7.8′′ from the main star, that is, r = 45 au at the distance of HD
42581 ($G2 = 173.725 ± 0.054 mas). Fig. A.11 shows the range
of (m2, r) pairs that explain the observed PMa, together with the
position of the brown dwarf in this diagram. One unknown of
the determination of its parameters is the true value of its orbital
semi-major axis. The value we adopt is the measured separation
of r = 45 au, but it may be larger or smaller depending on the
orbital phase and eccentricity.
Appendix A.11: e Eri (HD 20794)
The solar analog e Eri (GJ 139, HD 20794, spectral type G6V)
was found by Feng et al. (2017a) to show evidence in radial
velocity for the presence of at least three telluric planets with
masses of a few times the Earth and orbital radii of 0.1 to 0.5 au.
Indications were also found for the existence of three additional
planets, the most distant orbiting at 0.9 au with a minimum mass
around 10 M⊕.
We detect a significant PMa on e Eri, with a residual tangen-
tial velocity of ∆vtan,H = 25.0±8.3 m s−1 at Hipparcos epoch, and
∆vtan,G2 = 111.0 ± 24.7 m s−1 at GDR2 epoch. We note however
the presence of a significant excess noise in the GDR2 astromet-
ric solution (i = 1.3 mas), although the RUWE is low at % = 1.0.
As for β Pic (Sect. 5.5), the Hip2 data is more precise than the
GDR2 PM vector, and we therefore examine the PMa from the
Hip2 values. Figure A.12, the residual observed at GDR2 epoch
corresponds to a plausible mass range of 10 MJ for orbital radii
of 2 to 10 au. The presence of a massive planet on a wide orbit, in
addition to inner telluric planets would make e Eri a promising
analog of the solar system.
Appendix A.12: TW PsA (Fomalhaut B)
Mamajek (2012) demonstrate that the K4Ve dwarf TW PsA (Fo-
malhaut B, HD 216803, GJ 879) is likely a bound stellar com-
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Fig. A.12. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for the solar analog
e Eri (HD 20794).
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Fig. A.13. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for TW PsA (Fo-
malhaut B). We note that the observed tangential velocity anomaly may
be due to gravitational interaction with Fomalhaut A, located at a phys-
ical separation of only 0.28 pc.
panion of the bright planet host star Fomalhaut A (α PsA, GJ
881). It forms a triple system with the M4V low mass dwarf Fo-
malhaut C (LP 876-10) (Mamajek et al. 2013).
We detect a significant tangential velocity anomaly of
∆vtan,G2 = 18.7 ± 6.4 m s−1 on TW PsA in the GDR2. This rel-
atively low velocity could indicate the presence of a moderately
massive companion in orbit (Fig. A.13). But the gravitational in-
teraction with its massive stellar neighbor Fomalhaut A, located
at a distance of only 0.28 pc (≈ 58 kau), is expected to induce an
orbital velocity anomaly on TW PsA at a level comparable to the
detected value. This object is therefore an interesting example
of a star in a relatively complex gravitational environment, for
which the astrometric detection of planetary mass companions
will require modeling of the multiple stellar system.
Appendix A.13: HD 103095 (Gmb 1830)
HD 103095 (Gmb 1830, GJ 451, HIP 57939) is a very metal-
poor dwarf ([Fe/H]=-1.29; Mishenina et al. 2017, see also Jofré
et al. 2014) with a spectral type K1V (Creevey et al. 2012;
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Fig. A.14. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for the very metal-
poor dwarf star HD 103095 (Gmb 1830).
Karovicova et al. 2018) and a very high space velocity of vtot =
322 km s−1. HD 103095 is one of the 34 Gaia benchmark stars
that were selected to serve as references for the calibration of the
Gaia catalog (Heiter et al. 2015).
We do not detect any significant tangential velocity anomaly
on this star (∆vtan,G2 = 1.0 ± 5.0 m s−1). This allows us to set
a limit to the mass of possible planetary companions of 0.5 MJ
between 2 and 10 au, and 1 MJ up to 20 au. We formally exclude
the existence of the M dwarf companion on a r ≈ 13 au orbit
discussed by Beardsley et al. (1974).
Although spectroscopic evidence for planetary contamina-
tion of some metal-poor stars has been recently presented by
Reggiani & Meléndez (2018), the formation of massive plan-
ets around metal poor stars is still a largely open question. Due
to the low density and depth of absorption lines in their spec-
tra, these stars are unfavorable targets for high precision radial
velocity surveys. Astrometric measurements are however unaf-
fected, and future Gaia releases will provide a statistical view of
the presence of massive planets around old population, metal-
poor stars.
Appendix A.14: 51 Peg
The discovery of the sub-Jovian mass companion of the other-
wise unremarkable G2IV subgiant 51 Peg by Mayor & Queloz
(1995) triggered the spectacular development of the field of exo-
planet research. We detect a relatively strong PMa on 51 Peg at a
signal-to-noise ratio ∆G2 = 3.0, indicative of the presence of an
orbiting companion. Fig. A.15 shows the range of (m2, r) combi-
nations that would explain the observed PMa. 51 Peg b, with an
estimated mass of m sin i = 0.47 MJ and an orbital semi-major
axis of a = 0.052 au (period Porb = 4.2 d) has a negligible influ-
ence on the PMa.
A visual companion to 51 Peg has been identified by Roberts
et al. (2011) at a projected separation of 2.87′′, that is, at a linear
separation of r = 44 au (dashed gray line in Fig. A.15). At this
orbital radius, the PMa that we measure from the GDR2 would
correspond to a mass of m2 ≈ 70+70−40 MJ for this companion,
that could be compatible with the observed magnitude difference
∆I = 10±0.7 listed by Roberts et al. (2011). The visual compan-
ion may therefore be gravitationally bound to 51 Peg, although
further characterization is needed to conclude on this matter.
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Fig. A.15. Possible companion (m2, r) combinations for the exoplanet
host star 51 Peg.
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Fig. A.16. Companion (m2, r) combinations for the exoplanet host star
τ Boo. The known stellar companion of τBoo is shown in red. Its mass
is estimated from the spectral type of M2V determined by Hale (1994)
and its semi-major axis of r = 125 au is from Roberts et al. (2011).
Appendix A.15: τ Boo
τ Boo (HD 120136, GJ 527) is a known binary stellar system,
with a stellar companion orbiting at a semi-major axis of 8.01′′
(Roberts et al. 2011) corresponding to 125 au. The spectral type
of the companion determined by Hale (1994) corresponds to an
M2V star, of a mass of m2 ≈ 0.44 ± 0.05 M (Pecaut & Ma-
majek 2013). The orbital motion induced by the stellar com-
panion τBoo B appears too slow to explain the observed PMa
(Fig. A.16), which may indicate the presence of another mas-
sive body in the system. The exoplanet τ Boo b discovered by
Butler et al. (1997), with a mass of 4.1 MJ , an orbital radius
r = 0.046 au, and an orbital period Porb = 3.3 d, has a negligible
signature on the PMa.
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